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The objective of the game is to obtain winning symbol combinations by spinning the reels.

HOW TO PLAY

SELECT YOUR STAKE

Click the STAKE button to choose your stake.

LINES

This meter displays the number of lines being played. All lines are always in play.

STAKE

This meter displays the total amount wagered per spin.

START THE GAME

Click the “SPIN” (the button showing an arrow) button to start your game.

AUTOPLAY

If this game contains an AUTOPLAY function that allows the player to select a number of spins to be played out autonomously, without any further player inpu
All necessary options, as determined by jurisdictional requirements, need to be configured by the player prior to setting AUTOPLAY in motion.
To begin AUTOPLAY, select the AUTOPLAY button from the game screen.
Once the AUTOPLAY menu has opened, the player will configure AUTOPLAY to their desired specifications.
The selection “NUMBER OF AUTOSPINS” will determine the number of spins to be played automatically.
When the spins configured by the player’s selection in “NUMBER OF AUTOSPINS” are completed, AUTOPLAY will stop.
In certain jurisdictions, players will be required to set the options “STOP WHEN LOST MORE THAN …” and “STOP ON A SINGLE WIN OVER …” in addition 
The selection “STOP WHEN LOST MORE THAN …” will stop AUTOPLAY after a player has lost the total amount selected.
The selection “STOP ON A SINGLE WIN OVER …” will stop AUTOPLAY after a player has won the total amount selected on a single spin.
AUTOPLAY will stop when the conditions met in any of “NUMBER OF AUTOSPINS”, “STOP WHEN LOST MORE THAN …”, and/or “STOP ON A SINGLE WI
Once the player has configured AUTOPLAY to their desired specifications, they will select the START button, which will set the reels into motion.
At any time after this point, the player can select the STOP button to stop the remaining AUTOPLAY spins.
Once stopped, AUTOPLAY will need to be reconfigured through the AUTOPLAY menu in order to take advantage of this feature.
The player can exit the AUTOPLAY menu at any time by selecting the CANCEL button.
A bonus event will stop the Autoplay.

TOTAL WIN

This meter displays the total amount won for any single spin.

PAYS

All pays except scatter pays are adjacent on an active payline. All pays except scatter pays are left to right on an active payline starting with the leftmost reel. 
position on the reels. Only highest win paid per line played. Only highest scatter win of each symbol is paid per play. Scatter pays are paid in addition to line p
scatter wins (if available) are added to pay line wins. All pays in currency. Malfunction voids all pays and plays. One or more WILD in a winning combination o
symbols except BONUS, MORE FREE GAMES and BONUS BOX. BONUS appears on reels 2, 3, and 4 in the base game only. BONUS BOX appears on ree

MYSTERY STACKED REELS

Each reel contains stacked mystery symbol positions that are randomly replaced with one of the following symbols when each reel spin starts: WILD, Wheeler
Red Mask, Pink Mask, Ace, King, Queen. All mystery symbol positions are replaced with the same symbol per spin.

BONUS BOX PICK BONUS

3 scattered BONUS BOX on reels 1, 3, and 5 starts the Bonus Box Pick Bonus Feature. Select 1 of the 3 boxes to reveal a cash value or a spin of the Bonus 
ends when a cash value or the Bonus Wheel is awarded.

BONUS WHEEL

3 scattered BONUS on reels 2, 3, and 4, or selecting a box that reveals “BONUS” in the Bonus Box Pick Bonus starts the Bonus Wheel.
“CLICK TO SPIN” button to spin the wheel. Win one of the following
Cash value
Trickster Free Games
Wheel of Death Free Games
Jackpot
The bonus ends when a cash value, Trickster Free Games, Wheel of Death Free Games, or the Jackpot Feature is awarded.

TRICKSTER FREE GAMES BONUS

Landing on Trickster Free Games during the Bonus Wheel starts the Trickster Free Games Bonus. This awards 2x stake and 10 Trickster free games. During 
upgrade symbols to one of the WILD, Wheeler single, Skelly single, Chari single, or Innocent single. Free games are played with the stake that were in play w
bonus reels that differ from base game reels. BONUS and BONUS BOX are not available during Trickster Free Games. Additional free games are not awarde
Games Bonus ends when no free games remain.
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Trickster Free Games Mystery Stacked Reels

During Trickster Free Games, each reel contains stacked mystery symbol positions that are randomly replaced with one of the following symbols: Wheeler sin
Mask, Pink Mask, Ace, King, Queen. All mystery symbol positions are replaced with the same symbol per spin.

WHEEL OF DEATH FREE GAMES BONUS

Landing on Wheel of Death during the Bonus Wheel starts the Wheel of Death Free Games Bonus. This awards 2x stake and Wheel of Death Free Games. T
of 2x to 4x. All pays during Wheel of Death Free Games are multiplied by the free games multiplier. 4-15 additional free games may be awarded with 2 or mor
free games. Free games are played with the stake that were in play when the free games were started. Free games use bonus reels that differ from base gam
2, 3, and 4 in the Wheel of Death Free Games. BONUS and BONUS BOX are not available during Wheel of Death Free Games. The Wheel of Death Free Ga

Wheel of Death Free Games Mystery Stacked Reels

During Wheel of Death Free Games, each reel contains stacked mystery symbol positions that are randomly replaced with one of the following symbols when
single, Chari single, Innocent single, Red Mask, Pink Mask, Ace, King, Queen. All mystery symbol positions are replaced with the same symbol per spin.

JACKPOT WHEEL

Landing on Jackpot during the Bonus Wheel starts the Jackpot Wheel Feature. "CLICK TO SPIN" the jackpot wheel.
Jackpot wheel lands on one of the Jackpot Awards.
TRES MAGNIFIQUE
COLOSSAL
GRAND
MINI
The jackpot amounts are dynamic and determined by the player's current stake level.

LEGAL INFORMATION
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